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Building the Russian Software 
Economy
•What is Software Economy?  Why is it a Good 
Thing?  

•Why should Russia develop a Software 
Economy?

•What is stopping us today?

•What can be done? By whom? What is being 
done already?



What is a “Software Economy”?
IT usage in the economy 
– share of GDP delivered 
using IT is high

IT usage in the economy 
– absolute investments in 
software are high

Pervasiveness of IT –
access (for companies 
and households) is 
ubiquitous
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What is a “Software Economy”?
IT usage in the economy 
– share of GDP delivered 
using IT is high

IT usage in the economy 
– absolute investments in 
software are high

Pervasiveness of IT –
access (for companies 
and households) is 
ubiquitous

Share of GDP and exports 
originating from the 
software industry is high

India has a vibrant software 
economy.

The US and Israel do, too.

Russia does not – yet.
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Why is a Software Economy a Good 
Thing?In the leading IT Economies, domestic talent creates software-based 
products and services that are sold in the domestic and global markets

‘’The India model’’:  Large numbers of English-speaking IT graduates 
do medium-level development in domestic systems integrators and as 
subcontractors to global software developers and systems integrators.  
Business model largely based on ‘’hours worked’’ or ‘’lines 
programmed’’

-> Large-scale employment opportunity and export revenue generator

‘’The Israel model’’: World-leading science and engineering talent 
solves ‘’the hard problems’’ of IT working in R&D departments of 
globals or in domestic companies.   Business model based on value of 
intellctual property rights to unique solutions that can be sold as 
packaged software.

-> Employment opportunity for top graduates, export revenue, 



Why should Russia develop a Software 
Economy?
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The visible IT Industry
• 0.2% of GDP from software
• 80K  active developers in  commercial 

software development and outsourcing 
(vs 1.4 M in India) 

• 200K IT professionals employed by 
Systems Integrators

The hidden gems
• 1/3 of Fields Medal winners
• 1 M  hard science PhDs
• 100K software developers  and 500K 

IT professionals in corporate IT units
• 70K graduates qualified for world-

class software development per year 
(vs 100K in India)



What is stopping  us today?



What we are doing  as a private sector 
player - I• Currently Microsoft supports more than 250 young software 

companies by providing access to technologies, expertise and 
information

• Engagement with investor community through The IT Alliance 
with Intel and the National Association of Business Angels 
provides local ISVs access to seed capital: In a month from 
Alliance inception in mid-March 8 companies have been 
prepared for investor presentation, showcased their projects  
and are conducting negotiations with financiers 

• More than 1500 students, postgraduates and university teachers 
were involved into our programs based on Microsoft Innovation 
Centers in 2007

• More than 20 000 Russian software development professionals 
take part in Microsoft professional and educational events this 
year

• Support of IPR protection policy and enforcement



What we are doing  as a private sector 
player - II Access to capital Technology

Entrepreneurial 
skills

Marketing

Investment partnership (VC) √ √
ISV Royalty √ √
Microsoft Partner Program √ √ √
Microsoft Startup Zone √ √ √
IP Ventures √
ISV “Empower” √ √ √
IT Alliance (Intel/MSFT/angels)
Developer support foundation
(loans for sales &  mktg activities)

√ √

Developer community support
(Developer Days and online 
community)

√

Microsoft Business Start
(grants for ISV startups)

√ √ √ √

Business Innovation Technologies 
(BIT) (business plan challenge)

√ √ √

Imagine Cup √ √ √ √
Microsoft Business First Step
(Student conferences + U.M.N.I.K. 
grant program)

√ √ √



What government can do



Russia: A Leading Software Economy in 
2015?In 2015…

• We effectively use the scientific and intellectual capital of Russia 
through the development and successful global marketing of 
software based products and services

• Russia is known as one of the global leaders in software 
development, with a strong domestic industry based on the 
countries historic science and engineering traditions

• There are more than 20 well known global software brands 
originating from Russia

• The Russian software industry’s contribution to GDP has grown 
from 0.2% to 1.5%

‘’View from 2015’’, presented at the IT Alliance Foundation Event in Moscow, March 2008 
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